Nucleation study for an undercooled melt of intermetallic NiZr.
Electrostatic levitation is applied in order to undercool liquid glass forming NiZr significantly below its melting temperature. For NiZr large undercoolings are found to be highly reproducible with this experimental method. One single NiZr sample of high purity is undercooled 200 consecutive times which leads to a distribution function of undercooling temperatures. Within a statistical approach of classical nucleation theory, the undercooling distribution is analyzed yielding parameters, e.g., a pre-exponential factor of KV ≈ 1035 m-3 s-1, which indicates homogeneous nucleation. This result is consistent with the crystallization behavior of NiZr at high undercooling and with the corresponding microstructural analysis. Since NiZr is a representative of the very common CrB structure type, with 132 isostructural phases existing, understanding its nucleation behavior adds important knowledge to the nucleation of binary alloys in general.